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ABSTRACT  

In language  educating and learning, we have a ton to browse the universe of innovation: Radio, Television, CD 

Rom, Computers, C.A.L.L., the Internet, Electronic Dictionary, Email, Blogs and Audio Cassettes, PowerPoint, 

Videos, DVD's or VCD's. The most recent two decades have seen an upset because of beginning of  innovation, 

and has changed the progression of different ventures, and has likewise impacted the businesses and the way 

individuals interface and work with the general public. This quick rising and improvement of data innovation 

has offered a superior example to investigate the new instructing model. Therefore innovation plays a vital part 

of English instructing. Utilizing sight and sound to make a setting to show English has its extraordinary points 

of interest. This paper tries to dissect the need for interactive media innovation to language  educating and 

furthermore brings out the issues looked at utilizing these advances. It likewise expects to make English 

educators mindful of the methodologies to utilize it in a successful way. 

Keywords: English Language instructing, Multimedia Technology, Advantages, Disadvantages, 

Optimization, Strategies. 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

With the spread and advancement of English around the globe, English is utilized as a moment language  in a  

nation like India and for a few people the 1st  language . It appreciates a high esteem in the nation. At exhibit the 

part and status of English in India is higher than at any other time as prove by its position as a key subject of the 

medium of the guideline, educational programs. As the quantity of English students is expanding distinctive 
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educating techniques have been executed to test the viability of the educating procedure. Utilization of genuine 

materials like movies, radio, TV has been there for quite a while. Doubtlessly these advancements have 

demonstrated fruitful in supplanting the customary instructing. 

 

The new time relegates new difficulties and obligations of the cutting edge instructor. The convention of English 

instructing has been definitely changed with the wonderful passage of innovation. Innovation gives such huge 

numbers of choices as making educating fascinating and furthermore making showing more profitable as far as 

changes. Innovation is a standout amongst the most noteworthy drivers of both social and phonetic change. 

Graddol: (1997:16) states that" innovation lies at the core of the globalization procedure; influencing training 

work and culture. The utilization of English language  has expanded quickly after 1960. At the show, the part 

and status of English is that it is the language  of social setting, political, sociocultural, business, training, 

enterprises, media, library, correspondence crosswise over fringes, and key subject in educational programs and 

language  of granting instruction". It is, likewise, a critical determinant for college passageway and handling 

generously compensated occupations in the business area. Since there are an ever-increasing number of English 

students in India, diverse showing techniques have been executed to test the adequacy of the instructing 

procedure. One technique includes sight and sound in ELT to make English settings. This encourages learners to 

get included and pick up as per their interests, It has been tried adequately and is broadly acknowledged for 

showing English in the present-day world. Innovation is used for the upliftment of current styles; it fulfils both 

visual and sound-related faculties of the learners. With the spread and improvement of English around the globe, 

English has been scholarly and utilized by an ever-increasing number of speakers. As indicated by David 

Graddol 'it is the language  at the main edge of logical and innovative improvement, new speculation in 

economies and administration, new written works and stimulation sort. 

 

II.UTILIZATION OF TECHNOLOGY IN TEACHING ENGLISH  

As the utilization of English has expanded in ubiquity so has the requirement for qualified educators to train 

learners in the language . The reality of the matter is that there are instructors who utilize 'forefront' innovation, 

however the greater part of instructors still, protest the conventional way. None of these customary conduct is 

awful or harming the learners. Indeed, till date, they are turned out to be helpful moreover. Be that as it may, 

there are numerous more open doors for learners to pick up certainty hone and expand themselves, particularly 

for ESL learners who take in the language  for something beyond fun. For them to keep pace with ELT and 

acquire certainty they need to walk into the universe of interactive media innovation. The Growth of ELT 

through Technology 21
st
 century is the period of globalization and is essential to get a handle on different 

remote languages and English language  comesfirst.English Language Teaching has been with us for a long time 

and its essentialness keeps on developing, fuelled, halfway through the Internet. Graddol's examination (2000) 

recommends that in the year 2000 there were around a billion English students, however after 10 years the 

numbers multiplied. The estimate focuses on a surge in English, realizing, which has created in 2010. A similar 

report shows that more than 80% of data put away on the web is in English. Out of the blue, there are more Non-
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Native than Native clients of the language  and assorted variety of setting as far as students, age, nationality, 

learning foundation etcetera has turned into a characterizing normal for ELT today. With the quick advancement 

of science and innovation, the rising and creation  of mixed media innovation and its application to instructing, 

highlighting sound, visual, liveliness impacts comes into full play in English class instructing and sets a positive 

stage for change and investigation on English showing model in the new time. It's demonstrated that media 

innovation assumes a positive part of advancing exercises and activities of understudy and showing impact in 

English class. Mechanical advancements have gone hand - in- hand with the development of English and are 

changing the route in which we impart. It is reasonable to state that the development of the web has encouraged 

the development of the English language  and this has happened at a time when PCs are never again the elite 

spaces of the committed few, but instead accessible to numerous. With this, there has been an exceptionally 

noteworthy expansion of writing in regards to the utilization of innovation in showing English language . For 

the most part, these works unequivocally acknowledge innovation as the most basic part in instructing. As it 

were, a propensity to stress on inescapable part of innovation in instructional method to the degree of wrecking 

the human piece of educator by innovation part has been exceptionally overwhelming. What's more, 

subsequently in the event that we disregard or, on the other hand, disregards innovative advancements they will 

proceed and maybe we will never have the capacity to get up  speed, regardless of our teach or branch. 

Therefore, it is critical for language  instructors to know about the most recent and best hardware and to have a 

full learning of what is accessible in any given circumstance. Instructors can utilize Multimedia Technology to 

give more vivid, animating addresses (New Horizons). There are numerous methods pertinent to different 

degrees to language  learning circumstance. Some are valuable for testing and separation instruction, and some 

to teach business English, communicated in English, perusing, tuning in or deciphering. The showing rule ought 

to be to acknowledge new advances in the territories and capacities where they give something definitively new 

valuable and never let machines take over the part of the educator or cut-off capacities where more customary 

ways are superior. There are different reasons why all language  students and instructors must know how to 

make utilization of the new innovation. Here we additionally need to accentuate that the new advancements 

create and scatter so rapidly that we can't maintain a strategic distance from their fascination furthermore, 

impact in any frame. 

 

III.EXAMINATION ON NECESSITY OF APPLICATION OF MULTIMEDIA 

TECHNOLOGY TO   ENGLISH INSTRUCTING  

a. To Cultivate Students' Interest in Study  

These days, the stereotyped conventional showing techniques and condition are disliked while media 

innovation, including sound, visual liveliness impacts normally and altruistically makes us more access to data 

Moreover, with so many attributes as bounteous data and intersection time and space, media innovation offers a 

feeling of reality and capacities exceptionally well, which significantly develops learners' intrigue and 

inspiration in think about and their inclusion in-class exercises.  

b. To Promote Students' Communication Capacity  
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Customary instructing has hampered learners' ability to appreciate certain language  and furthermore 

comprehension of structure, which means and capacity of the language , and makes the learners latent 

beneficiaries for information, So it is difficult to accomplish the objective of correspondence. With instructors' 

guidelines driving learners' idea examples and inspiring learners' feelings, the media innovation looks for 

coordination of educating and learning and gives the learners more noteworthy motivations, The PPT 

courseware initiate learners' considering; the visual and striking courseware and help them to changes English 

learning to the limit development. Furthermore, such in-class exercises as gathering discourse, subject dialogue, 

and verbal confrontations can likewise offer more open doors for correspondence among learners and amongst 

instructors and learners. So media innovation instructing has extraordinarily propelled learners' certain reasoning 

and relational abilities in social hone. 

c. To Widen Students' Knowledge to Gain an Insightful Understanding to Western Culture.  

The sight and sound courseware can offer the learners plenteous data; ampler than reading material, also, help 

them to get of presentations, striking social foundation, rich substance and consistent with life language  

materials, which are many characteristic and nearer to life? Could students enhance their listening capacity, as 

well as take in the western culture. Getting a handle on data through different channels can prepare; the learners 

with learning and achieve data sharing among learners and make them effectively take an interest in class 

discourse and correspondence. 

d. To Improve Teaching Effect  

Interactive media lessons advance showing substance and make the best of class time and break the "educator 

focused" showing design and on a very basic level enhance class effectiveness. Because of extensive classes, it 

is troublesome for the learners to have to talk correspondence. The use of multi-media sound lab appears the 

individualized and co-agent teaching. The customary showing model mostly stressed on instructors' direction 

and the data gave is restricted because of customary classes. Unexpectedly, media innovation goes past time and 

space, makes more clear, visual, legitimate condition for English learning, empowers learners' drives and 

manages class time in the interim builds class data. 

e. To Improve Interaction between Teacher and Student  

Sight and sound showing stresses the part of learners, and upgrades the significance of "communication" 

between educators and learners. A noteworthy component of interactive media instructing is to prepare and 

enhance learners' capacity to tune in and talk, and to build up their open skill, During this procedure, the 

instructor's part as a facilitator is especially unmistakable. Utilizing mixed media in setting creation makes a 

decent stage for the trade amongst educators and learners, while in the meantime giving a language  situation 

that enhances the customary classroom educating model. Thusly, educators in the classroom never again 

aimlessly input data and power learners to get it inactively. 

 

f. Makes a Context for Language instructing  

Sight and sound educating makes a setting for language  instructing. This strategy makes the class exuberant and 

intriguing, and in addition, enhancing the association of the class. Sight and sound has its own highlights such as 
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perceivability and vivacity. Amid the procedure of interactive media English instructing, sounds and pictures 

can be set together, which upgrades the activity of the two instructors and learners, When utilizing interactive 

media programming, educators can utilize pictures and pictures to improve the substance of the classes, and 

furthermore envision diverse settings in the way toward delivering showing courseware, Students in the class 

can utilize interactive media to comprehend the class unmistakably. Through the entire intuitive process, it is 

obvious that utilizing media in ELT is successful in supporting learners' enthusiasm for learning English, and 

also upgrading educators'' enthusiasm for English instructing. As Zhang (2006:11.1)points out through 

Multimedia and system innovation, we can offer learners rich, wellsprings of real learning materials, as well as 

an alluring and a cordial interface, clear pictures and wonderful sounds, which to a vast degree conquers the 

absence of a credible language  condition and stimulates learners' enthusiasm for learning English. 

 

g. To Provide Flexibility to Course Content:  

Furthermore, mixed media educating is likewise adaptable. Clearly, the setting can be made not just in the 

classroom, yet in addition to class. Sight and sound language  educating can likewise make a mixed media 

language  condition to conduct language  educating. English showing itself must concentrate on the direction of 

educators and be understudy centred(see, for instance, Holec, 1981), which we accept is one of the standards for 

language  educating. Learners will undoubtedly have a few issues in the classroom educating, which can be 

tended to under the direction of instructors. In such conditions, learners can utilize the new innovation further 

bolstering their good fortune, for example, controlling the system to contact instructors, and accepting answers 

by email. 

 

IV.EXAMINATION OF PROBLEMS ARISING FROM APPLICATION FOR MULTIMEDIA  

 TECHNOLOGY TO ENGLISH TEACHING  

Despite points of interest of use of interactive media innovation to English class instructing needs to make 

strides, showing impact and college learners' general limits, there are numerous issues existing in down to earth 

instructing. 

 

a. Real Means Replaced by the Assisting One  

Utilization of sight and sound innovation is and helping instrument to accomplish the anticipated educating 

impact, While if absolutely reliant on, sight and sound gadgets amid instructing, the educators might be 

transformed into slaves to the mixed media and can't assume the main part in educating, It is seen by and by that 

a ton of instructors are dynamic in mixed media innovation application however not sufficiently capable to deal 

with it certainly. In class, they are remaining on the PC and learners are settling their consideration just on the 

screen, and consequently, there is no eye to eye connection amongst educators and learners. The pattern of 

present-day data and innovation instructing appears at the furthest point paying little mind to the embodiment of 

the conventional educating. What's more, thus, the idea of Creative Education is to be completely understood 
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that cutting edge instructive procedures serve a helping the instrument as opposed to an objective: and that ought 

not to rule class. They are substitutes for compelling instructing furthermore, learning  

b. Loss of Speaking, Communication  

English language  and English investigation by the instructors are powerful in passing on learning to the learners 

from English elocution to understanding, enhancing learners' English idea designs and oral articulation, 

Whereas, the presentation of media innovation highlighting sound, visual, literary impact completely meets 

sound and visual prerequisites of the learnersand upgrade their advantage, however, it additionally brings about 

the need of correspondence amongst instructors and learners, substitution of educators' voice by PC sound, and 

instructors' investigation by visual picture and learners have' few possibilities for talking correspondence. With 

the positive environment by the common correspondence amongst educators and learners blurring without end, 

and sound what's more, the picture of mixed media influencing learners' drive to think and communicate in, 

English class swings to course product show and learners are made watchers instead of the members of class 

exercises.  

 

c. The limitation of Students' Thinking Potential s 

Plainly language  educating is not the same as science subjects, for language  instructing does not require exhibit 

by different advances, rather, the strained and methodical environment is framed through inquiries also, reply 

amongst instructors and learners, Teachers bring up off the cuff and constant issues and guide the learners to 

think, develop their ability to find and take care of issues, nonetheless, due to over- exhibition and pre-

masterminded arrange, the courseware needs constant impact and can't give criticism. It disregards accentuation 

and significance in educating; it likewise dismisses direction in learners ' thinking, rousing their ways of 

considering, fortifying their ability thinking about and taking care of issues. Along these lines, it ought to be 

noticed that development of learners' reasoning limit ought to be the significant target in educating and utilizing 

of sight and sound innovation and it ought not to require up the learners' investment for considering, 

investigating and investigating questions.  

d. Theoretical Thinking Replaced by Imaginable Thinking  

The Process of insight experiences perceptual stage and normal stage. It additionally applies to examining 

process. It is our expectation that showing influences learners to receive the viewpoint insight from perceptual 

acknowledgement with reasonable anxiety, and extraordinarily jump from perceptual intuition to sound 

considering; Therefore it is the real target in educating. To upgrade the learners' conceptual considering, the 

interactive media innovation makes content less demanding, and with its extraordinary points of interest, it can 

elucidate the accentuation in instructing. While if the picture and creative ability in learners' brain have only 

appeared on the screen, their conceptual deduction would be confined furthermore, the consistent deduction 

would squander away. At exhibit the diminished learners' perusing skill has turned into a significant worry for 

reason that, printed words are supplanted by sound and picture, penmanship by console input. All things 

considered, the media as a helping instrument, can't supplant the predominant part of educators and it is a piece 

of a total instructing process. Plus, it isn't a repairman impersonation of educating, rather it incorporates the 
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visual, printed exhibit with instructors' involvement to add to the customized, programmed and consistent 

showing venture to upgrade the general change of learners' tuning in, talking, perusing and composing.  

 

V.PROPOSALS AND STRATEGIES TO THE EXISTING PROBLEMS  

In down to earth educating. It is inappropriate to copy the printed material essentially to the screen so that the 

instructor's position is disregarded keeping in mind the end goal to guarantee the capacity of, interactive media 

in educating. It ought to be noted that: 

a. The Beauty of Courseware Is not the Sole Pursuit  

It is demonstrated through training that sufficient use of sight and sound innovation to educating can make leaps 

forward in class instructing. In other words, amid sight and sound helping educating, instructors still play the 

driving part that their position would never be supplanted by the PC. For example, the prologue to every lesson 

and talking correspondence are a great approach to enhance learners' tuning in and talking which the PC can't 

satisfy, Therefore, educators' understanding should not be disregarded. In the interim, as a handy phonetic 

science, English ought to be utilized frequently in class to develop the learners' open ability, Multimedia, as an 

instrument for helping to educate, serves the educators in spite of its unprecedented impact, So educating 

decides if to receive mixed media innovation. Something else, the educators were going about as the 

projectionist, tapping the screen.  

b. The Computer Screen can't Substitute the Blackboard  

A few educators take the PC screen as the chalkboard, They have input works out, questions, answers 

furthermore, showing designs on the PC and show them piece by piece, without bringing down anything on the 

slate or even the title of a lesson. It is realized that educators should recreate circumstances in view of 

instructing and direct the learners to convey in English. Alongside conventional composition on writing, board 

is compact and instructors can make alteration and correction to it is essential. Moreover, experienced educators 

know well that an impeccable courseware is a perfect undertaking as a top priority, and that practically 

speaking, they have to improve the substance on the writing board with rising of new inquiry raised by the 

learners.  

c. PowerPoint can't Take the Place of Student's Thinking and Practices  

At present, most mixed media courseware for the most part highlight on picture and activity of showing 

materials in request to cause sound and visual impact, which enthusiastic presentations the substance of printed 

materials and aides the understudy profoundly comprehend the writings. An issue remains that showing of the 

substance of writings in the PPT courseware can't replace learners' reasoning or English correspondence in a 

reenacted situation, When taking a shot at and using the courseware, we have to urge the learners to utilize their 

own particular personality and talk all the more, effectively participate in class rehearse, we ought not to abuse 

the courseware only in the expectation of adding the modernized element to class instructing  
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d. Conventional Teaching Instruments and Devices ought not to be Overlooked  

The capacity of mixed media helping with educating can't be supplanted by numerous different instruments, 

which does not imply that mixed media can supplant some other type of instrument; Some educators tend to 

totally rely on sight and sound instructing. While it ought to be seen that despite the fact that interactive media 

has itis interesting favourable circumstances in educating, the qualities elements of different types of showing 

instruments are still exceptional. For instance, the recorder still assumes a part in communicating listening 

material. So instructors are expected to pick fitting media and instrument in view of the prerequisites of 

instructing and coordinate interactive media instrument with the conventional one and completely play out their 

benefits, as opposed to just in the quest for stylish strategy.  

e. Sight and Sound Technology ought not to be Overused  

A few instructors may have the disgraceful idea that they would absolutely apply interactive media innovation 

in their instructing. It is additionally trusted that the more usage of interactive media innovation, the better class 

air may develop, the all the more effectively the learners get engaged with class investment, the all the more 

effortlessly the material access to the learners. Obviously, the learners demonstrate some enthusiasm for 

inclining, all things considered, they feel like looking on. By and by, the more oblivious consideration the 

learners pay. The more impedance of showing data amid transmission, the less the learners take from the 

language  materials. It is difficult to successfully prepare the learners' language  articulation in class time. 

Plainly disregarding favourable circumstances of utilization of sight and sound innovation, it helps with 

instructing. Amid down to earth educating, it is part of a total educating technique. By and by, if media 

innovation would be appropriately executed in English instructing, the learners could make full utilization of 

English talking and listening materials and create their general limits, which is the goal for us to acquaint sight 

and sound innovation with present-day instructing in this way, this prompts efficient preparing on learners' 

tuning in, talking, perusing and composing, makes instructors' directions come into awesome play, enable the 

understudy to increase fundamental learning and in addition language  preparing at classes enhances their 

demeanour capacity in English and lays a major reason for their English correspondence.  

 

VI.CONCLUSION  

"Preferably, the reason for both the customary and PC helped agreeable language  inclining classrooms is to 

give a space in which the assistance of learning, and learning itself, can occur" (Shi, 2008: 76). The reality of the 

matter is that one of definitive objectives of sight and sound language  instructing is to advance learners' 

inspiration and learning premium, which can be a down to earth approach to get them associated with the 

language  learning, Setting formation of ELT ought to be founded on the receptiveness and Accessibility of the 

showing materials and data. Amid the way toward advancing the sight and sound English instructing, learners 

are not very reliant on their primary language, yet will be spurred and guided to speak with each other. 

Concerning the advancement of innovation, we trust that in future, the utilization of mixed media English 

instructing will be additionally created. The procedure of English learning will be m mineral understudy focused 
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yet less tedious. In this way, it guarantees that the showing quality will be enhanced and learners' connected 

English expertise filter be viably developed, implying that learners' informative skill will be additionally 

created. ll in all, we trust that this procedure can completely enhance learners' ideation and 

commonsenselanguage  abilities, which is useful and valuable to guarantee and satisfy a viable consequence of 

educating and learning. Excepting a hardly any issue ranges sight and sound innovation can be utilized 

successfully in classrooms of ElT with legitimate PC learning with respect to educators, conquering the fund 

issues in setting up the foundation and not enabling the educators to wind up technophobes.  
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